


Why do you ride?  You ride to feel your heart beat and sweat drip…and know that you are getting fitter 
and healthier with each pedal stroke.  You ride to be with friends…it’s your off-the-grid social network, your 
extended family.  You ride because spinning down a tree-lined road or trail gives you an amazing sense 
of freedom, peace, and adventure.  The bottom line is you ride because it revitalizes your happiness, 
health, and spirit like no other outdoor activity can.  It’s a workout for your body, a two-wheeled time-out 
for your soul.

No matter what motivates you to swing your leg over a bicycle and pedal away, we want to help you get 
stronger, spin faster, ride further…and look fantastic while doing it.  For over 15 years, shebeest has built 
our brand delivering what matters most to women cyclists:  exceptional fit, outstanding performance, 
and uncompromising style.  Our garments aren’t based on the “shrink it and pink it” philosophy and 
made with downsized men’s patterns.  Each shebeest piece is designed and tested by women riders,            
specifically for women riders. 

Whether your two-wheeled time-outs take you around the block or around the world, shebeest is proud 
to help get you there in comfort and style.

 SHE CAN.  SHE WILL.  SHE DOES.  shebeest.
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The Bellissima Collection

One of our best-selling jerseys, the Bellissima gives you the best of both worlds… a relaxed, yet 
flattering fit without looking boxy.  Comfortable binding around the collar and sleeves looks cute 

and eliminates chafing.  Available in long sleeve and short sleeve versions.

Bellissima Solid Long Sleeve Jersey
#3500 / #3500P
MSRP: $75 / $80 (plus size)
RELAXED FIT SIZES: XS-XL; 1X-3X 

Relaxed, casual fit that’s slightly shaped at the side panels to slim the waist
12-inch invisible zipper with elegant crossover collar for a smooth neckline fit

Elastic-free elliptical hem allows jersey to float gracefully over hips without  bunching at the waist
Two extra-roomy slide-in rear pockets neatly hold everything you need

Fall weight Sueded BellaWic™ fabric keeps you warm yet wicks moisture away from skin 

grassberry amethyst sapphire
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Bellissima Fly Long Sleeve Jersey
#3501 / #3501P

MSRP: $80 / $85 (plus size)
RELAXED FIT SIZES: XS-XL; 1X-3X 

Relaxed, casual fit that’s slightly shaped at the side panels to slim the waist
12-inch invisible zipper with elegant crossover collar for a smooth neckline fit
Elastic-free elliptical hem allows jersey to float gracefully over hips without bunching at the waist
Two extra-roomy slide-in rear pockets neatly hold everything you need
Fall weight Sueded BellaWic™ fabric keeps you warm yet wicks moisture away from skin 

sapphireberry
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Bellissima Geo Long Sleeve Jersey
#3505 / #3505P
MSRP: $80 / $85 (plus size)
RELAXED FIT SIZES: XS-XL; 1X-3X 

Relaxed, casual fit that’s slightly shaped at the side panels to slim the waist
12-inch invisible zipper with elegant crossover collar for a smooth neckline fit

Elastic-free elliptical hem allows jersey to float gracefully over hips without bunching at the waist
Two extra-roomy slide-in rear pockets neatly hold everything you need

Fall weight Sueded BellaWic™ fabric keeps you warm yet wicks moisture away from skin 

sapphireamethyst berry grass
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Bellissima Snakeskin Jersey
#3206 / #3206P / #3206S

MSRP: $65 / $70 (plus size) / 
$100 Set w/ Snakeskin Warmers 
 RELAXED FIT SIZES: XS-XL; 1X-3X

Relaxed, casual fit that’s slightly shaped at the side panels to slim the waist
11-inch invisible zipper with elegant crossover collar for a smooth neckline fit
Elastic-free elliptical hem allows jersey to float gracefully over hips without  bunching at the waist
Two extra-roomy slide-in rear pockets neatly hold everything you need
BellaWic™ fabric features an advanced moisture transfer system that keeps you cool and dry

grasssapphire grass - setsapphire - set
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Bella Relax Bloom Long Sleeve Jersey
#3504 
MSRP: $95 
CLASSIC FIT SIZES: XS-XL

Flattering classic fit is “just right”… not too fitted and not too relaxed
11-inch reverse coil zipper looks crisp and clean

2-inch funnel collar for warmth and wind protection
Unobtrusive single zippered rear pocket keeps your belongings secure

Winter weight Thermal SheLux™ fabric is cozy yet offers superior moisture transfer

The Bella Relax Collection
“Bella” means “beautiful” in Italian…very fitting for this warm, cozy jersey.  With fun, all-over prints 
and a super plush brushed interior, the Bella Relax jersey is guaranteed to make even the ugliest 

of winter riding weather more beautiful.  You’ll be tempted to wear your Bella Relax jersey both 
on and off the bike!

amethyst/black black/espresso
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Strada Long Sleeve Jersey
#3503

MSRP: $90
CONTOUR FIT SIZES: S-XL

SB Seamless™ fabric has excellent recovery for a contoured, body-hugging fit without binding
13-inch invisible zipper lets air in when you need it and hides away neatly when you don’t
Elastic-free elliptical hem provides excellent coverage
Roomy rear zippered pocket keeps your belongings secure
Classic crest design is woven into fabric for a rich, refined look

The Strada Collection
Our Strada jerseys are made with our technical SB Seamless™ fabric that allows a garment to 
be constructed with minimal seams for maximum comfort and performance.  The ultra-stretchy 
quality of this jersey make it a great choice for demanding, technical riding.

berryblack
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Strada Short Sleeve Jersey
#3207
MSRP: $80
CONTOUR FIT SIZES: S-XL

SB Seamless™  fabric has excellent recovery for a  contoured, body-hugging fit without binding
13-inch invisible zipper lets air in when you need it and hides away neatly when you don’t

Elastic-free elliptical hem provides excellent coverage
Roomy rear zippered pocket keeps your belongings secure

Classic crest design is woven into fabric for a rich, refined look

berryblack
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Retro Long Sleeve Jersey
#3502

MSRP: $90 
CONTOUR FIT SIZES: XS-XL

Sleek, classic jersey that never goes out of style
High-rise collar for warmth and wind protection
Three slide-in rear pockets for stowing gels, energy bars, keys, phone, etc.
11-inch zipper for increased ventilation
Winter weight Thermal SheLux™ fabric is cozy yet offers superior moisture transfer

The Retro Collection
The hip racing stripes on the Retro Jersey will make you look fast just standing still.  The body-
hugging contoured fit on this jersey is flattering and fits like a glove.  Soft, cozy Thermal SheLux™ 
fabric keeps you toasty warm on the inside while an excellent moisture transfer system quickly 
wicks sweat to the outside of the garment, keeping you dry and comfortable.

sapphire grass berry
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WeatherPro Tight
#3901
MSRP: $120
CLASSIC FIT SIZES: XS-XL

Wind-blocking SheNook Fleece™ thermal fabric on front of legs for warmth
VeloWARM™ fabric on back of legs for optimal range of motion

7-inch ankle zipper for ease of entry and removal
Interior drawcord keeps tights in place on waist
29-inch inseam; stretches to fit up to 32 inches

WeatherPro Tight
Why stop riding just because it’s chilly outside?  Designed to be worn over your favorite pair of riding shorts, 
the chamois-free WeatherPro tight will keep you warm and dry when the temperature starts to dip into the 
cold zone.  Wind-blocking SheNook Fleece™ fabric on front of legs where you need it most; VeloWARM™ 
fabric on back of legs for less bulk and range of motion.  Excellent cross-training piece for running, snow 

shoeing, hiking, etc.

black
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Tech Tight
#3900

MSRP: $90
 CLASSIC FIT SIZES: XS-XL

8-panel articulated design with 29-inch inseam (stretches to 32-inches) effortlessly moves with you on the bike
Proprietary SheLastic™ chamois represents the ultimate in comfort…not too thick, not too thin
No-feel flatlock seam construction for superior comfort
7-inch locking ankle zipper for easy on/off
DriStyle™ fabric provides an accelerated wicking system and built-in temperature regulator to help reduce 
fatigue and sore muscles

Tech Tight
If you like our Triple S shorts and Pedal Pusher capri, you’ll LOVE the Tech Tight!  The Tech Tight  
features the same fabulous fit, luxurious fabric, and plush chamois as our best-selling Triple S 
shorts and Pedal Pushers.  We updated this classic shebeest piece with ankle zippers for ease of 
entry and removal.  Be prepared to be spoiled for life!

black
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Nirvana Tight
#3902 / #3903
MSRP: $75 (solid) / $80 (splice) 
CONTOUR FIT SIZES: XS-XL

6-panel tight delivers top-notch fit and performance at an excellent value
Low-profile Hourglass™ chamois gives you the moderate support you need for shorter rides or indoor cycling

Stylish crossover elastic-free waistband takes pressure off belly when in a forward riding position 
Zipper-free leg opening with a 29-inch inseam for optimal fit on a wide range of inseam lengths

Superfino™ fabric is as smooth as silk and wicks away moisture to keep you cool and dry

Nirvana Tight
Brand new for Fall 2013!  Based on the same platform as our short with the same name, the Nirvana Tight 

features a cute crossover waistband, our comfortable moderate-support Hourglass™ chamois, and 6-panel 
flatlock construction.  29-inch inseam stretches to fit up to 32-inches. Great choice for beginners, spin class, 

or short distance rides.

black w/ berry splice black w/ amethyst splice black
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Century Elite Short
#3000

MSRP: $120
CONTOUR FIT SIZES: XS-XL

10-panel, 9-inch inseam design affords superior fit and comfort for extended time in the saddle
Exclusive Century Stretch™ chamois is made with ultra high-density foam with 4-way stretch to help relieve pressure 
on longer rides
Single rear zippered pocket is the perfect size to stash a key, energy gels, or credit cards
shebeest signature silicone leg gripper keeps shorts in place
Advanced Flash Carbon™ fabric is soft, comfortable, and has natural thermal regulation which can lower your 
body’s core temperature

Century Elite Short
The Century Elite Short is specifically designed to live up to its name and go the distance!  This 
plush 10-panel short features a slight compression fit to help reduce muscle fatigue.  The     
Century Stretch™ chamois is highly breathable and supportive.  Even if you aren’t a century or 
long distance rider, it’s nice to know your shorts will take you there when you’re ready.

black
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S-Pro Short
#3001
MSRP: $100
CLASSIC FIT SIZES: XS-XL

8-panel short with a 7-inch inseam is ideal for moderate to longer rides
Proprietary SheLastic™ chamois represents the ultimate in comfort… not too thick, not too thin

Discrete slide-in rear pocket for stowing energy gels, keys, or credit cards
shebeest signature silicone leg gripper keeps shorts in place

CompressTech™  fabric uses advanced microfiber technology to wick away moisture yet feels silky smooth

S-Pro Short
An awesome medium to long distance short, the S-Pro features a versatile 7” inseam with sleek

CompressTech™ fabric to help improve circulation and reduce muscle fatigue.  The SheLastic™ chamois is so 
soft and comfortable, you’ll be spoiled for life.

black
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Triple S Short
#3002 / #3002P  

MSRP: $80 / $85 (plus size)
 CLASSIC FIT SIZES: XS-XL; 1X-3X

8-panel articulated design with 7-inch inseam effortlessly moves with you on the bike
Proprietary SheLastic™ chamois represents the ultimate in comfort…not too thick, not too thin
No-feel flatlock seam construction for superior comfort
shebeest signature silicone leg gripper keeps shorts in place
DriStyle™fabric provides an accelerated wicking system and built-in temperature regulator to help reduce fatigue 
and sore muscles

Triple S Short
Our most popular, best-loved cycling shorts, the Triple S Short is the piece that so many women 
cyclists have said they can’t live without!  With our performance-boosting DriStyle™ fabric and 
supremely comfortable SheLastic™ chamois, you’ll reach for these shorts every ride.  Super    
flattering fit.

black
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Nirvana Short
#3003
MSRP: $65 
CONTOUR FIT SIZES: XS-XL

6-panel, 6” inseam short delivers top-notch fit and performance at an excellent value
Low-profile Hourglass™ chamois gives you the moderate support you need for shorter rides or indoor cycling

Stylish crossover waistband takes pressure off belly when in a forward riding position 
Elastic-free and gripperless waist and hem for a second-skin feeling

Superfino™ fabric is as smooth as silk and wicks away moisture to keep you cool and dry

Nirvana Short
Our Nirvana Short is an excellent choice for beginner riders, indoor cyclists, or anyone who prefers a lighter, 

thinner chamois.  The luxurious Superfino™ fabric, superb comfort, and flattering fit make these shorts truly live 
up to their name!

black
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Pro Splice Solid Short 
#3005

MSRP: $75 
 CLASSIC FIT SIZES: XS-XL

6-panel short with contrasting splice gives a splash of color to match your favorite shebeest jersey
Proprietary SheLastic™ chamois represents the ultimate in comfort… not too thick, not too thin
7-inch inseam with no-feel flatlock seams
Elastic-free and gripperless waist and hem  for added comfort
DriStyle™ fabric provides an accelerated wicking system and built-in temperature regulator to help reduce fatigue 
and sore muscles

The Pro Splice Collection
With both print and solid splices to match our jerseys, the Pro Splice Short is the perfect way 
to complete your shebeest look.   However, these shorts do more than just look good… our         
ever-popular SheLastic™ chamois teamed up with DriStyle™ fabric will make you feel fantastic 
on the bike.

sapphire berry amethyst
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Pro Splice Fly Short
#3010
MSRP: $80
CLASSIC FIT SIZES: XS-XL

6-panel short with contrasting Fly print splice gives a splash of color to match your favorite shebeest jersey
Proprietary SheLastic™  chamois represents the ultimate in comfort… not too thick, not too thin

7-inch inseam with no-feel flatlock seams
Elastic-free and gripperless waist and hem for added comfort

DriStyle™  fabric provides an accelerated wicking system and built-in temperature regulator to help reduce 
fatigue and sore muscles

berry sapphire
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Pedal Pusher
#3006 / #3006P

MSRP: $85 / $90 (plus size) 
 CLASSIC FIT SIZES: XS-XL; 1X-3X

8-panel construction for the perfect fit
Proprietary SheLastic™ chamois represents the ultimate in comfort… not too thick, not too thin
19-inch inseam with no-feel flatlock seams
shebeest signature silicone leg gripper keeps capri in place
DriStyle™ fabric provides an accelerated wicking system and built-in temperature regulator to help reduce fatigue 
and sore muscles

Pedal Pusher
Our classic, capri-length cycling tight is one of our most popular pieces year round.  Fitted to the 
calf, the Pedal Pusher keeps those precious knees warm.  The DriStyle™ fabric’s superior wicking 
quality helps keep you warm on cool days and cool on warm days.  

black
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Shindigger
#3007
MSRP: $75 
CLASSIC FIT SIZES: XS-XL

Casual 4-panel design with a 19-inch inseam
Low-profile Hourglass™ chamois gives you the moderate support you need for shorter rides or indoor cycling

Relaxed elastic-free hem with side slits for added comfort
Fitted to knee… relaxed at calf

DriStyle™ fabric provides an accelerated wicking system and built-in temperature regulator to help reduce 
fatigue and sore muscles

Shindigger
Look great on and off your bike with our popular Shindigger capri.  Lightweight Hourglass™ chamois makes 

the Shindigger the perfect choice for moderate rides, indoor cycling, or cruising to the coffee shop.  Comfy 
DriStyle™ fabric wicks away moisture to help keep you dry and cool.  

black
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Breezer Boardshort
#3100 / #3100P

MSRP: $80 / $85 (plus size)
 BAGGY FIT SIZES: XS-XL; 1X-3X

Soft, 8-inch inseam MicroFLEX™ stretch nylon shell dries quickly and gives you excellent range of motion on and off 
the bike
Highly breathable MeshMove™ bike short liner with plush SheLastic™ chamois and silicone leg gripper 
Double loop system allows you to snap bike short liner out of shorts for après-bike use
Flat elastic waist with interior drawcord keeps shorts where you want them
Rear zip pocket with zippered fly and snap closure

Breezer Boardshort
A shebeest classic!  Our best-selling baggy short, the Breezer Boardshort is the perfect choice 
for mountain biking, charity rides, travel, or for cyclists who want a looser-fitting alternative to 
spandex.  With a quick-drying MicroFLEX™ shell with a removable bike short liner fitted with a 
SheLastic™ chamois, it’s like having two shorts in one.

black
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Bermuda Commuta
#3101
MSRP: $80
BAGGY FIT SIZES: XS-XL

Longer 14-inch bermuda-length MicroFLEX™ stretch nylon shell dries quickly and gives you excellent range of 
motion on and off the bike

Highly breathable MeshMove™  bike short liner with plush SheLastic™ chamois and silicone leg gripper
Double loop system allows you to snap bike short liner out of shorts for après-bike use

Adjustable waistband gives you a customized fit
Two rear zip pockets with zippered fly and snap closure

Bermuda Commuta
Don’t let the name fool you…the Bermuda Commuta isn’t just for commuting!  While bicycle commuters 

love this short for its comfort, coverage, and versatility, the Bermuda Commuta is perfectly at home on the 
mountain bike trail, pedaling the distance on a charity ride, or cruising to your local coffee shop.  With a quick-

drying MicroFLEX™ shell with a removable bike short liner fitted with a SheLastic™ chamois, this piece is also 
great for travel and touring.

black
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Boardrider Capri
#3102 / #3102P

MSRP: $85 / $90 (plus size) 
BAGGY FIT SIZES: XS-XL; 1X-3X

Our longest 19-inch capri-length MicroFLEX™ stretch nylon shell dries quickly and gives you excellent range of motion 
on and off the bike; articulated knees for a comfortable ride!
Highly breathable MeshMove™ bike short liner with plush SheLastic™ chamois and silicone leg gripper
Double loop system allows you to snap bike short liner out of shorts for après-bike use
Adjustable waistband gives you a customized fit
Two rear zip pockets with front slide-in key pocket; zippered fly and snap closure

Boardrider Capri
With the Boardrider Capri, you get it all…comfort, performance, and style.  With articulated knees 
and stretchy MicroFLEX™ fabric, this capri-length pant fits like a glove and lets you move on the 
bike.  Ideal for year-round mountain biking, commuting, touring, and cruising around town.  The 
removable bike short liner with SheLastic™ chamois will make the Boardrider Capri your most 
versatile piece in your cycling wardrobe.

black
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Racegear Tri Solid Short
#3010 
MSRP: $65
CONTOUR FIT SIZES: XS-XL

6-panel triathlon-specific short with a 6.5” inseam
TriLastic™ chamois is ultra-thin and dries quickly

Two slide-in rear pockets to stow energy bars and gels
shebeest signature silicone leg gripper keeps shorts in place

Compressive Powersprint™ fabric wicks away moisture and reduces muscle fatigue

The Racegear Tri Collection
Aerodynamic cut in a second-skin 6-panel fit made specifically for triathletes.  Discrete TriLastic™ chamois 

dries very quickly, gives you the support you need on the bike, and doesn’t interfere with your swim and run.  

black
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Winter Vibe Jacket 
#3704
MSRP: $150
 CLASSIC FIT SIZES: XS-XL

SheWarm™ fabric blocks wind, water, rain, and snow
Tall collar with faux fur inner facing keeps your warm

Cozy faux fur lining inside of side panels for extra warmth on chilly days
Dual rear snap pockets to hold all your belongings

Flattering fit on and off the bike

Winter Vibe Jacket
Finally!  A cycling jacket that’s so cute, you’ll likely wear it OFF your bike just as much as ON your bike.       

Wherever you wear your Winter Vibe jacket, rest assured you’ll be warm and dry.  Our unique SheWarm™ 
fabric is constructed with three layers: a stretchy nylon face, a breathable waterproof inner membrane, and a    

luxurious polyester fleece interior.  Wind, water, rain, or snow is no match for the Winter Vibe Jacket!

bloom - white/espressogeo - black/berry
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Nanoflex Convertible Windshell
#3705

MSRP: $130
CLASSIC FIT SIZES: XS-XL

Nanoflex™ fabric is highly breathable yet wind and water resistant
Removable sleeves easily zip off to convert jacket into a vest
Large zippered rear pocket keep your belongings safe and dry
Full mesh back under bolero for increased ventilation
Adjustable bungee waistband keeps jacket secure

Nanoflex Convertible Windshell
It’s like having two garments in one!  The Nanoflex™ Convertible Windshell converts from a jacket 
to a vest in the blink of an eye.  Perfect for those days in the saddle that start out chilly and 
get warmer in the ride… simply remove the bolero top, roll it up and stuff it in your pocket, and 
keep pedaling!  Nanotechnology utilizing nano-sized fibers allow for a super-tight fabric weave,    
making this jacket wind and water resistant yet very breathable.

limoncello
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Cascade Windshell
#3706
MSRP: $70 
RELAXED FIT SIZES: XS-XL

Silky-smooth WhisprVent™ fabric is wind and water resistant
Packable construction… folds neatly into zippered self-pouch for easy storage

Articulated design never binds or bunches
Single rear zippered pocket to keep your belongings safe and dry

Tall collar for wind and rain protection

Cascade Windshell
When the weather report calls for “scattered showers” during your ride, better grab your Cascade Windshell.  

Packing neatly into a zippered self-pocket about the size of a soda can, this versatile little windshell slips right 
into your jersey pocket until you need it.  Water and wind resistant.  Great for travel, hiking, and camping, too!  

limoncelloberry
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SB Shrug
#3707

MSRP: $50
 CONTOUR FIT SIZES: XS-XL

Polyester/spandex blend DriStyle Lite™ fabric moves with you and offers outstanding wicking properties
Simple and clean in design… no zippers, buttons, snaps to fuss with
Warmer alternative to a traditional armwarmer
Cute bloom design on arms 
Basic black and fresh brights to match your favorite shebeest pieces

SB Shrug
Brand new for Fall 2013!  Warmer than traditional armwarmers but not as bulky as a jacket, the 
SB Shrug will quickly become one of your favorite Fall pieces.  Made with stretchy DriStyle Lite™ 
fabric, the SB Shrug combines fashion with function.  

black berry amethyst
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Arm and Leg Warmers
Armwarmers and legwarmers are must-have accessories for those fall rides that start in morning coolness and 

end in warmer mid-day temperatures.  Made of body-hugging DriStyle™/ DriStyle Lite™ fabric, our warmers are 
buttery soft and have outstanding wicking properties.

Snakeskin Armwarmer
#3608 MSRP: $40

 FABRIC: DriStyle Lite™  SIZES: S-XL

Legwarmer
#3609 MSRP: $45
FABRIC: DriStyle™  SIZES: S-XL

amethyst

berry

grass

sapphire

black

black with berry
contrast stitching

black

black with amethyst
contrast stitching

Bloom Armwarmer
#3607 MSRP: $30

FABRIC: DriStyle Lite™ SIZES: S-XL

Black Armwarmer
#3700 MSRP: $30
FABRIC: DriStyle™ SIZES: S-XL
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Don’t forget to complete your look with shebeest socks!  Available in versatile solids and cute 
prints, our socks put spring in your spin.  

SB Logo Sock
#3600 MSRP: $10

1/2” Short cuff 
90% Tactel®, 7% nylon,

3% Lycra®

Bloom Sock
#3610 MSRP: $12

2” Cuff 
44% Coolmax®, 36% cotton, 17% 

nylon, 3% Lycra®

berry amethyst sapphire white black
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Headband
#3605 MSRP: $20
One size fits most

Wind and rain resistant SheWarm™ fabric blocks the elements to keep you warm
Luxurious faux fur inner lining for added warmth and coziness

Shaped silhouette gives you more fabric covering the ears with less bulk under your helmet

Headband
When the mercury dips into the lower levels of the thermometer, you’ll want something cozy to keep your ears 

warm on the bike.  With a wind and water resistant outer fabric lined in plush faux fur, our headbands are an 
essential piece for your cold weather rides.

Training Skull Cap
Some studies have indicated that we lose a tremendous amount of heat through our heads in cold weather.  

Keep that warmth where it belongs!  Our Training Skull Cap is made from soft, stretchy VeloWARM™ fabric 
which has excellent wicking properties without feeling bulky under your helmet.  Also great for post-ride use to 

hide your “helmet hair”!

Training Skull Cap
#3604 MSRP: $25
One size fits most

Soft, warm VeloWARM™ fabric
Fits neatly under your helmet for added warmth on cold winter rides

Looks great off the bike too!

geo - berry black

black
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Patented seamless elastic molded construction contours to a 
woman’s anatomy for total comfort
Plush 4-way stretch microfiber moves with the body to effectively 
eliminate friction and chafing
Custom-designed laser cut-out lifts pressure off of sensitive contact 
area and works with cut-out bike saddles
Wide, ultra-thin elastic frame keeps stitching far from sensitive areas, 
ensuring a smooth fit and comfortable ride
Multi-layered structure creates variable thickness and density where 
needed most
Pressure absorption system increases elastic memory for maximum 
comfort
Moisture-wicking hygienic microfiber construction dries quickly and 
prevents bacterial build-up
Anti-wrinkle design reduces bulk and uncomfortable folds
Chamois fit is proportionate to short size

SHELASTIC™ CHAMOIS
WITH LASER CUTOUT

Our supremely comfortable 
SheLastic™ chamois takes chamois 

comfort to the next level!

Patented seamless elastic construction with ultra high-density foam lifts 
weight off high pressure areas and provides superior moisture transfer
Multi-density cells rebound quickly, ensuring constant protection and
pressure relief
Plush 4-way stretch microfiber moves with the body to effectively
eliminate friction and chafing
Antimicrobial threads prevent formation of bacteria and withstand 
frequent washings and wear
High breathability provides superior moisture transfer
Wide 4-way stretch elastic inseam area incorporates added support
to reduce friction during long rides
Moisture-wicking hygienic microfiber construction dries quickly and 
prevents bacterial build-up
Anti-wrinkle design reduces bulk and uncomfortable folds
Chamois fit is proportionate to short size

CENTURY
STRETCH™ CHAMOIS
Same great fit, comfort, and 
performance features as our 
SheLastic™ chamois, but with 
added protection for ultra-

distance riding.

4-WAY SYNTHETIC STRETCH moves 
with body to eliminate friction

LASER CUT-OUT TECHNOLOGY lifts 
pressure off sensitive contact area

ULTRA-THIN FRAME and inseam area 
for smooth, flat, comfortable fit

SEAMLESS ERGONOMIC SHAPE cut 
and molded for a woman’s body to 

maximize comfort

                  .                  .                  .. . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .                                    .                                    .                                    .                                    .. . . . . . .                        .

                  .                  .                  .                  .                  .                  .                  .                  .. . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .                                    .                                    .                                    .
. . . . . . . . . . . .                       

ULTRA HIGH DENSITY FOAM for 
added support and comfort

HIGHLY BREATHABLE CONSTRUCTION 
transfers moisture away from skin

4-WAY STRETCH FRAME with thin open 
cell foam layer for reduced friction

ANTIMICROBIAL THREADS prevent 
formation of bacteria and withstands 

frequent washings and wear
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Pressure-sensitive to support weight and subsequent pressure incurred
High-density 10mm foam engineered at contact points to saddle

Low-density 2mm foam on side wings to reduce friction and chafing
Designed for endurance, comfort, and performance

Sized to fit the plus-size woman
Developed with extensive testing and feedback from experienced 

plus-size cyclists

SHELASTIC™ 
CHAMOIS PLUS
The ultimate in comfort 
designed specifically for 
the plus-size rider!

Laser-cut surface for increased ergonomics
Seamless stretch-molded shape conforms to bike 

saddle while eliminating friction and chafing
Soft 4-way stretch microfiber surface dries quickly

5mm pad thickness provides comfort and support
Chamois fit is proportionate to short size

HOURGLASS™ CHAMOIS
A smaller, more unobtrusive 
pad for short to moderate 
rides.  Also a great choice 
for indoor cycling.

Triathlon-specific design with laser-cut surface for increased ergonomics
Ultra-thin “no feel” construction dries quickly and provides needed support

Discreet size conforms to the body comfortably

TRILASTIC™ CHAMOIS
Transitions seamlessly from 
swim to bike to run!

                                             .                                             .                                             .                                             .                                             .                                             .                                             .                                             .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .                                                                      .                                    . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .                    

HIGH DENSITY FOAM engineered at 
contact points to saddle

LOW-DENSITY FOAM on side wings to 
reduce friction and chafing

PRESSURE-SENSITIVE to support weight 
and subsequent pressure incurred
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JERSEY FIT GUIDE

CONTOUR FIT A body-hugging fit made from stretch fabrics designed to be aerodynamic
Moves and breathes with you

CLASSIC FIT The classic cut fits the body with ease without compromising style
It is the traditional fit of a bike jersey with added detail to flatter the female form

RELAXED FIT A sporty, ever-so-slightly shaped fit that hangs comfortably
Great for casual or recreational use

BOTTOM FIT GUIDE

CONTOUR FIT Made with technical high-compression fabric to help give you support and combat muscle fatigue
Bottoms in this category feature a second-skin fit

CLASSIC FIT Classic bike short fit made with sleek, soft, performance boosting fabrics with the ultimate in moisture wicking properties

BAGGY FIT Just as the name implies, bottoms that fall into this category feature a loose, extremely relaxed fit while maintaining a flattering look.

CONTOUR FIT

CLASSIC FIT

RELAXED FIT
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Sueded BellaWic™
With all the same advanced moisture transfer properties as our lighter 
weight BellaWic™ fabric, Sueded BellaWic™ features a slightly heavier 
fall weight with a comfy brushed finish on the inside.  Its buttery-soft, 
middleweight construction is perfect for cool weather riding.  
100% polyester.  Sueded BellaWic™ is a trademark of shebeest.

Superfino™
Oh-so-soft and silky nylon/spandex blend fits like a second skin.  
Superfino™ fabric’s compact construction hugs the body, keeping muscles 
warm during exertion and wicks away moisture, keeping the athlete cool 
and dry.  74% Nylon, 26% Spandex.  Superfino™ is a trademark of 
shebeest.

Thermal SheLux™
Thermal SheLux is a winter-weight polyester/Lycra® French Terry knit fabric 
that is brushed on the inside, producing an incredibly comfortable, soft feel 
and a light, conforming fit.  Superior moisture management.  86% polyester, 
14% Lycra®.  Thermal SheLux™ is a trademark of shebeest.

VeloWARM™
Body hugging 4-way stretch provides warmth without weight and wicks 
away moisture with ease.  The outer layer of VeloWARM™ is wind and 
abrasion resistant; the inner layer is warm, soft fleece.   With outstanding 
recovery, VeloWARM™ fits and performs like a second skin.  VeloWARM™ 
is a trademark of shebeest.

WhisprVent™
Highly breathable, featherweight construction provides quiet and efficient 
wind and water resistance.    It’s so light, you’ll barely know it’s there.  This 
fabric is less than 2 ounces per square yard which yields a jacket that 
weighs less than 3 ounces!  100% Polyester Taffeta.  WhisprVent™ is a 
trademark of shebeest.

MicroFLEX™
Supple, resilient, and light weight woven microfiber construction provides 
highly advanced technology for active sport apparel.  MicroFLEX™ 
incorporates increased wicking ability for enhanced moisture transfer and 
dynamic stretch for effortless movement and wrinkle-free recovery.  84% 
polyester, 16% spandex.  MicroFLEX™ is a trademark of shebeest. 
Nanoflex™
Thanks to nanotechnology’s compaction process, atmospheric permeability 
has been greatly reduced.  This means the fabric provides optimum wind 
resistance and breathability as well as excellent water and dirt resistance.  
High density knitted microfiber polyester filament yarn allows the fabric to 
move with you on the bike.  100% polyester.  Nanoflex™ is a trademark 
of shebeest.
Powersprint™
High-gauge warp knit construction with Lycra® Power certification to 
improve competitive edge.  Garments made with Lycra® Power are 
designed to reduce muscle vibration, a major cause of muscle fatigue.  High 
modulus stretch and recovery makes Powersprint™ an excellent choice for 
fit assurance.  Dynamic thermoregulation, in a hollow cube construction, 
allows for moisture to travel out and air to flow in for optimal performance.  
Powersprint™ has excellent resistance to pilling and abrasion.  78% nylon, 
22% Lycra®.  Lycra®Power certification by Invista.  Lycra® is a registered 
trademark of Invista.  Powersprint™ is a trademark of shebeest.

SB Seamless™
SB Seamless™ technical garments are designed to provide added comfort, 
greater resistance to chafing, and a custom fit with ventilation and stretch 
knitted into the fabric in key areas where it’s needed most.  70% nylon, 
22% polyester, 8% spandex.  SB Seamless™ is a trademark of shebeest.

SheNook Fleece™
With a highly wind resistant exterior and velvety-soft interior, SheNook 
Fleece™ is your perfect winter riding companion!  SheNook Fleece™ 
effectively blocks approximately 95% of the wind and is water resistant, 
highly breathable, and extremely warm without adding weight and bulk.  
Excellent moisture wicking properties; dries quickly.  SheNook Fleece™ is a 
trademark of shebeest.

SheWarm™
For the woman who wants the warmest fabric available in winter cycling 
apparel.  This three-layer fabric has a stretch nylon face, a very 
breathable yet waterproof center membrane, and a soft, warm polyester 
fleece interior.  The interior fabric moves moisture away from the body 
towards the outside layers, keeping you warm and dry.  SheWarm™ is a 
trademark of shebeest.

BellaWic™
Based on the same advanced moisture management system used on our 
DuoWic UV™ fabric, the delicate micro-chain weave of BellaWic™ fabric 
is designed to quickly and easily wick perspiration to the outside of the 
garment.  BellaWic™ is luxuriously soft yet highly durable.  
100% polyester.  BellaWic™ is a trademark of shebeest.

CompressTech™
CompressTech™ high performance fabric uses advanced microfiber 
technology – knitting fine fibers onto the surface and larger fibers next to 
the skin – for a silky-smooth feel that also has optimal wicking properties 
due to its unique capillary action.  69% nylon, 16% polyester, 
15% spandex.  CompressTech™ is a trademark of shebeest.

DriStyle™
Stay extra dry during your ride with the ultimate performance-boosting 
fabric.  DriStyle™ features its own built-in temperature regulation, which 
prevents athletes from heating up or cooling down too quickly while 
reducing fatigue and sore muscles.  DriStyle™ has a soft, weightless feel 
and unique micro channeled construction.  60% nylon, 24% polyester, 16% 
Lycra®.  DriStyle™ is a trademark of shebeest.

DriStyle Lite™ 
Based on our ever-popular DriStyle™ fabric, DriStyle Lite™ has the 
same superior performance features and moisture transfer system, but is 
slightly lighter in weight.  Like its counterpart, DriStyle Lite™ has a soft,        
weightless feel with a unique micro channeled construction.  83% polyester, 
17% spandex.  DriStyle Lite™ is a trademark of shebeest.

Flash Carbon™
A lightweight layered fabric that uses a blend of carbon fibers ensuring the 
transfer of moisture from the first layer to the outer layer (away from the 
body) where it can evaporate without drying out the skin.  Flash Carbon™ 
acts as a second skin, providing comfort thanks to its soft and smooth hand 
and freedom of movement.  The carbon fibers suppress the formation of 
odors and offers UVA and UVB protection.  Additionally, Flash Carbon™ 
fabric is hypoallergenic, has great compression, and acts as a natural 
thermal regulator which can lower the body’s core temperature.  59% 
nylon, 21% polyester, 18% spandex, 2% carbon fiber.  Flash Carbon™ 
is a trademark of shebeest. 

MeshMove™
Comfortable, breathable technical stretch mesh liner fabric stays in place 
and works great in conjunction with MicroFLEX™ nylon outer shell.  80% 
polyester, 20% spandex.  MeshMove™ is a trademark of shebeest.
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BELLISSIMA FLY LONG SLEEVE JERSEY PG 6

BELLISSIMA GEO LONG SLEEVE JERSEY PG 7BELLISSIMA SNAKESKIN JERSEY SET PG 8

BELLA RELAX LONG SLEEVE JERSEY PG 9

PRO SPLICE FLY SHORT PG 23

  WINTER VIBE JACKET PG 31

NANOFLEX CONVERTIBLE WINDSHELL PG 32

CASCADE WINDSHELL PG 33 SB SHRUG PG 34 WINTER VIBE JACKET PG 31

BELLISSIMA SNAKESKIN JERSEY PG 8WARMERS PG 8/35

WARMERS PG 35

WARMERS PG 35

HEADWEAR PG 37

SOCKS PG 36

SOCKS PG 36

HEADWEAR PG 37
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